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“Yes, having practiced all four, my left and right hands, I can cast the Sun and Moon Divine Sword while
casting the Shura Divine Blade, and of course, I can also cast the Heaven and Earth Divine Hammer.But
there’s no way to shoot the Sun Shooting Divine Arrow, because it must be operated with two hands.”

“Damn.”Several people were dumbfounded.

omi looked at Shi Haoxiang and asked, “May I ask, is my achievement of these ninety years enough?”

Shi Haoxiang kneeled down and worshipped, “Big brother omi, my little brother is convinced, from
now on, you are my big brother.”

“Me too.”

“Me too.”

The dozen or so people couldn’t help but worship as they were too worshipful.

“Hahaha, you all don’t have to be polite, I still have to thank you.”

“Big brother, you’re completely ready to start a training course ah.”

omi said, “I guess so, then, starting today, my training course, officially opens.To thank you for your
help, I’ll know a few of you first, and then, you’ll help promote it everywhere, and let’s just say that the
training course originator is back in business, and that the level of instruction is one of the best.”

“Good.” A second to remember to read the book

After that, omi spent several hours carefully instructing each of them.

“Wow, big brother, I’m sure you’ll be a hit, your guidance is completely different from those training
courses.”

“Yeah, big brother, I just got guided by you, I can’t help but want to go on a retreat.”

omi said, “Everyone go yell first, and then go on your own to close the door.”

More than a dozen little brothers, one by one, went to their classes, then shouted in the valley of each
class, “Good news, good news, the originator of the training course, omi, is back in business, he’s
starting to instruct training again, and the price is still the same, only ten immortal coins for each
instruction.”

Originally, this news wouldn’t have caused much of a stir, but the fact that it only cost ten immortal
coins per instruction, made everyone who heard it remember.

“Damn it, ten immortal coins for instruction once?He’s not going to rob it.”



“This is even more robbery than robbery.”

Everyone heard everyone cursing, even those mentoring classes run by instructors, the most they can
instruct is one yuan of immortal coins once, omi is good, ten yuan of immortal coins once, mama.

However, cursing would be right.

omi would have failed if he was also one immortal coin at a time, so that no one would pay attention to
him at all, now ten immortal coins at a time, although he was scolded, but the attention suddenly rose,
and the word of mouth spread to ten, ten hundred.

Although people scolded very expensive, but, for some reason, the more expensive it was, the more it
tickled everyone’s mind.

“Now that the guidance class is so competitive, who gave him the courage to be so expensive?”

“How dare he be so expensive?Does he think that he’s still the only one who runs it now?”

Just like that, those who managed to get their curiosity piqued by omi couldn’t help but go to omi’s
training class to take a look.

“I’d like to see what makes him set ten immortal coins at a time.”

Outside omi’s training course, dozens of people came one after another.

“Everyone, do you want guidance?”Don omi asked.

“You are the legendary one, the originator of the training courses, right?”

omi smiled, “It’s exactly me, I didn’t expect that I would have opened so many training courses after
leaving the Air Tearing Department for so long.”omi looked as if he only knew now.

One of them snorted, “If you know that the competition in the training courses is at such a level
nowadays, why do you still dare to charge such a high price?Do you know that many talented students
nowadays, their training course a piece of Xian coin instruction twice, even three times.You f*cking
ten Xian coins once, you’re crazy thinking about money.”
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; Afterwards, the dozens of people who came looked at omi, clearly they also wanted to know on what
grounds.

omi said, “With my guidance, it’s worth more than ten immortal coins.”

“You say it’s worth it?”

“If you don’t believe me, you guys, I can instruct once for half price, who wants it?”

“This.”

“Half price is too expensive.”

“A single Xian coin is more like it.”



omi shook his head and said, “Sorry then, please return, everyone.”

“Hey, how can you do business like this.”

omi said, “I’m not short of immortal coins, it doesn’t matter, the reason I opened the training course is
just because I saw that those people who imitate me are all cheating money.Their guidance is simply
rubbish, I just can’t see past them.”

“Then you mean to say that your guidance is better than all the guidance of the training courses?”

“Why else would I quote ten Xian coins once.”

At that moment, one of them said, “Fine, I’ll trust you once, give me half the price.”

omi said, “What’s your name?”

“My name is Yuan Yun.”

“Alright, come in.”

That Yuan Yun, followed into a cave.

omi said, “Tell me all the things you don’t understand.”

“Okay, that’s a lot.”

“It’s fine, just tell me.”

Twenty minutes later, that Yuan Yun walked out of the cave.

Dozens of people panicked and pounced on him and asked, “How is it?This brother.”

However, that Yuan Yun looked like he was pondering, ignoring everyone.

“Say it, how is it?”

Yuan Yun was tired of being asked and yelled, “What’s the noise, don’t interrupt, wait and make me
forget, I’m not done with you guys.”

“Then tell me, how is omi guiding you?”

“All I can say is, if you can guide once for half price today, hurry up and guide a few more times,
because his guidance is definitely worth ten cents.”

“True or false.”

However, that Yuan Yun panicked and went to the side of the open space to practice his sword,
looking like he was incomparably devoted, because the guidance given by omi was so targeted that he
was afraid that he would forget the feeling of that moment and go back in time to practice right next
to it.

The remaining dozen or so people looked at each other face to face.



“Fuck, is it that exaggerated?”

“It’s just five immortal coins, if it’s not worth it, I’ll just throw it away.”

“Me too.”

Just like that, those dozens of people also went to look for omi to guide them.

After the guidance, those dozens of people were stunned.

It turned out that the guidance of the rest of the training course was really rubbish compared to omi’s
guidance.

The guidance of the rest of the training course was just a little bit reasonable for a moment, but, when
I turned around and practiced on my own, I felt that a lot of things were not right, that is to say, the
guidance of the others was based on the instructors themselves, but omi’s guidance was based on
different people, and omi’s comprehension of the saber technique was not comparable to ordinary
people at all, omi could re-optimize it through his moves, while others were still at the stage of
following the same pattern.

omi instructed the dozens of people in Wanna, out of the cave, and found that those dozens of people
had found a place to practice anywhere outside the cave.

omi’s heart was moved, if everyone who sought his guidance in the future were to practice here, then
this place of omi’s would really become a school like existence.
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